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Abstract
Background: The resistance of V600E-BRAF to the vemurafenib and the side effects of the identified inhibitors
trigger the research for a novel and more potent anti-melanoma agents. In this study, virtual docking screening
along with pharmacokinetics ADMET and drug-likeness predictions were combined to evaluate some 4-(quinolin-2yl)pyrimidin-2-amine derivatives as potent V600E-BRAF inhibitors.
Results: Some of the selected compounds exhibited better binding scores and favorable interaction with the
V600E-BRAF enzyme. Out of the screened compounds, two most potent (5 and 9) having good Rerank scores (−
128.011 and − 126.258) emerged as effective and potent V600E-BRAF inhibitors that outperformed the FDAapproved V600E-BRAF inhibitor (vemurafenib, − 118.607). Thus, the molecular docking studies revealed that the
studied compounds showed competing for inhibition of V600E-BRAF with vemurafenib at the binding site and
possessed better pharmacological parameters based on the drug-likeness rules filters for the oral bioavailability, and
ADMET risk parameters.
Conclusion: The docking analysis, drug-likeness rules filters, and ADMET study identified compounds (5 and 9) as
the best hits against V600E-BRAF kinase with enhanced pharmacological properties. This recommends that these
compounds may be developed as potent anti-melanoma agents.
Keywords: Pyrimidines, V600E-BRAF, Molecular docking, ADMET

Background
The RAS/RAF/ERK/MEK signaling pathways performs a
significant role in tumorigenesis and cancer progression [1].
It is generally believed that RAF kinases are the essential
parts of the MAPK signaling pathways, which act downstream of the RAS and is in charge of ERK and MEK activation [2]. The unusual activation of the RAF, commonly
BRAF, results in an increase in the MAPK pathway, and is
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often seen in cancers, and contributes more to oncogenesis
[3]. Pathological investigations have stated that activated
patterns of the BRAF gene is existing in nearly 8% of all
cancers [4] and are mostly linked with melanoma (about
66%) [5]. What is unique is that about 90% of the identified
BRAF-mutations are that of V600E mutated, which enhances the kinase activity, and concomitantly stimulates the
signaling at pretty high levels [6]. Approximately one-third
of human cancers possess mutations in this pathway [7],
among which the mutation of V600E-BRAF has been identified in ~ 34% of malignant melanoma [8], 4.7% to 10% of
colorectal cancer [9, 10], ~ 58% of papillary thyroid cancer
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[11], ~ 94% of papillary craniopharyngioma [12] 12.5% of
grade 1 serous ovarian carcinoma, and a wide variety of
other cancers [13]. In this respect, V600E-BRAF has been a
target of interest for therapeutic interference targeting
which has confirmed to be the main improvement in the
area of melanoma therapy.
Until now, several inhibitors of V600E-BRAF have been
acquired, and many are at different steps of pre-clinical and
clinical stage of development [14, 15]. The most successful
case is the gradual optimization for the final drug vemurafenib employing FBDD (fragment-based drug design) strategy
[16]. Compared with other known drugs (Fig. 1), such as
dabrafenib and sorafenib, vemurafenib has a significant advantage in the RAF kinase selectivity [17, 18]. It exhibits a
much stronger inhibitory effect toward BRAF kinase over
the other two subtypes [19]. Hence, it is widely employed in
the treatment of diseases caused by V600E-BRAF. Despite
these successes, many patients developed resistance to
vemurafenib [20, 21] and high rates of squamous cell carcinomas linked with identified inhibitors and keratoacanthoma
(around 25%) have been published [19, 22]. Besides, what
should be notified is that the rate of melanoma has considerably improved over the past decade [23, 24]. Consequently,
to defeat these shortcomings of vemurafenib and the other
drugs, the search and development of new effective V600EBRAF inhibitors are significantly relevant.
In the drug discovery process, promising lead identification is accomplished by high-throughput experimental
screening (HTS), but it is time-consuming and costly

[25]. Therefore, it is necessary to overcome these limitations of conventional drug identification approaches
with low cost, effective, and broad-spectrum computational approaches. High-throughput virtual screening,
which is extensively employed presently in pharmaceutical industry research, is a screening approach generally
utilized by the medicinal chemist. The availability of a
high-resolution crystal structure of the protein target as
a template for computational screening increases the
feasibility of virtual screening [6, 26]. Moreover, a series
of 11 4-(quinolin-2-yl)pyrimidin-2-amine derivatives was
synthesized and biologically assessed against the A375P
melanoma cell line lately by Lee et al. [27]. The compounds have shown excellent anti-proliferative activities
against the A375P cell line. To the best search of the authors, these observations were not studied with any theoretical method. Thus, in the present study, these
compounds were screened against V600E-BRAF kinase
(a known melanoma target) [28] using in silico molecular docking approach to predict interactions between the
compounds and the receptor, saving money and time
during the method of drug filtering. Additionally, the
compounds were further screened by drug-likeness rules
and ADMET risk parameters.

Fig. 1 Chemical structures of a sorafenib, b dabrafenib, and c vemurafenib

Methods
Ligand selection and optimization

A series of 11 4-(quinolin-2-yl)pyrimidin-2-amine derivatives were retrieved from the literature [27]. The 2D
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chemical structures of the compounds have been drawn
using ChemDraw v. 12.0. The energy of these compounds
was minimized using the MM2 force field method [29]
and converted to 3D format using Spartan 14 v. 1.1.4 software package from Wavefunction Inc. The geometry
optimization of the compounds was performed using
density functional theory (DFT) approach at the B3LYP
level of theory and 6-31G** (basis set). The fully optimized
structures of the compounds were saved in PDB file format for docking using Spartan 14 and then taken to Molegro Virtual Docker (MVD) [30] for docking purposes.

parameters [35] using SwissADME (www.swissadme.ch/)
online tool.

Protein preparation and molecular docking simulation

The 3D X-ray structure of the receptor (V600E-BRAF)
attached with vemurafenib (PDB-ID: 3OG7) [31–33] was
collected from the Protein Databank at (http://www.
rcsb.org/). The PDB file of V600E-BRAF was prepared
using Molegro Virtual Docker 6.0 [30] by updating the
H-atoms and removal of the water (excess) molecules
found in the complex structure and the attached ligand
(vemurafenib) was also removed from the target. The
potential ligand-binding cavity of the V600E-BRAF receptor was predicted, and the binding cavity was set inside a restricted sphere of X: 1.59, Y: − 1.28, Z: − 6.21
with a radius 28 A having a grid resolution of 0.30 A.
For molecular docking, all the prepared compounds
(ligands) including vemurafenib (reference inhibitor)
were then imported into the Molegro Virtual Docker
6.0, and its bond flexibility was set together with the side
chains of the amino acid, which was also set inside the
restricted sphere. The flexibility was set with a strength
of 0.90 and a tolerance of 1.10. The RMSD threshold
was set as 2.00 A for the multiple clusters poses with
100.00 energy penalty values. The docking algorithm
was set for a maximum of 1500 iteration with a simplex
evolution size of 50. The docking simulation was run for
a minimum of 50 times for the 10 poses, and the best
poses were chosen based on the set scoring functions
such as the MolDock score, Rerank score, E-interaction,
and E-H-bond [34]. Additionally, Discovery Studio (DS)
Visualizer v. 3.5 was adopted to visualize various intermolecular interactions such as H-bond, hydrophobic,
halo bond, and π/aryl interactions.
Prediction of pharmacokinetics ADMET and drug-likeness
properties

The application of computational tools for identifying the
novel candidate drugs assist to lessen the number of experimental studies and for increasing the success rate. For
this purpose, we applied some drug-likeness rules as an
initial screening step for oral bioavailability and next, secondary screening was conducted by calculating the
ADMET (absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion,
and toxicity) profile for a measure of pharmacokinetics

Results
From the molecular docking simulation studies of the studied compounds on V600E-BRAF, the well-known BRAF
mutation (PDB ID: 3OG7)), it is revealed that these compounds were docked at the active site of the V600E-BRAF
target with a favorable Rerank scores and docking scores
compared to vemurafenib (Table 1). The detailed docking
results and types of interactions involved are presented in
Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Also, Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively, depicted the 2D and 3D binding modes of the
docked compounds at the binding cavity of V600E-BRAF.
The compounds with the good MolDock score (≥ −
158.139) and Rerank score (≥ − 118.607) were identified as
potential hits (having higher binding scores than vemurafenib). To further ensure that the selected compounds are
the novel drugs, we utilized the drug-likeness and pharmacokinetic ADMET parameters with vemurafenib as the reference. The SwissADME (www.swissadme.ch/) online tool
was used to predict in silico drug-likeness features and
ADMET features the results are reported in Tables 3 and 4
respectively.
Discussion
The ability of the studied compounds to bind with the
target is given in terms of MolDock and Rerank Score.
The MolDock Score and Rerank scoring are used as the
parameters for analyzing the docking results. The docking scores of the studied compounds are presented in
Table 1 where the ability of ligand-protein interactions
is ranked based on the MolDock score and Rerank score
respectively. From the docking result, it is found that
compounds (5, 9, 10, and 11) formed bonds and nonbond interaction at the binding pocket of the receptor as
manifest from the E-interaction and E-H-bond (Table 2)
and that their binding patterns (Table 3) are similar to
that of the standard drug (vemurafenib), and they pose
maximum MolDock Score as well as the Rerank score,
indicating that the compounds had more favorable
ligand-protein interaction energy than vemurafenib at
the binding site of V600E-BRAF and the docked conformations of these compounds with the lowest energy
were chosen for the subsequent studies.
The docked complex of compound 5 and V600EBRAF was portrayed in Fig. 2 which has a Rerank score
of − 128.011 and it is bonded into V600E-BRAF binding
cavity via five Hbond, one π–sulfur interaction, and
three π–π stacked interaction. The nitrogen atom of the
amino group attached with quinoline moiety formed two
H-bonds with GLU533 and CYS532 residues sequentially. Two fluorine atoms of the trifluoromethyl group
also formed three hydrogen bonds with ASP594,
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Table 1 The docking results (scores) of the studied compounds with Vemurafenib as the reference
Complex

MolDock scorea

Rerank scoreb

E-interactionc

E-Hbondd

LE1

LE3

1

− 137.788

− 108.491

− 154.195

− 2.500

− 5.103

− 4.018

2

− 138.199

− 103.557

− 137.910

− 0.616

− 4.936

− 3.698

3

− 143.249

− 120.404

− 163.471

− 8.473

− 4.940

− 4.152

4

− 138.935

− 94.500

− 153.642

− 1.523

− 4.791

− 3.259

5

− 167.246

− 128.011

− 183.969

− 8.146

− 5.575

− 4.267

6

− 135.974

− 105.232

− 159.953

− 1.568

− 4.532

− 3.508

7

− 133.878

− 106.025

− 158.937

− 3.538

− 4.463

− 3.534

8

− 139.191

− 113.258

− 156.641

− 1.325

− 4.640

− 3.775

9

− 158.484

− 126.258

− 172.123

− 6.156

− 4.802

− 3.826

10

− 156.937

− 129.661

− 176.571

− 5.696

− 4.756

− 3.929

11

− 165.157

− 140.478

− 194.665

− 4.850

− 5.161

− 4.390

Vem.

− 158.139

− 118.607

− 167.952

− 4.741

− 4.792

− 3.594

a

Moldock score was obtained from the PLP scoring functions with a new H-bond term and extra charge schemes [30]
Rerank score is a linear combination of E-inter (Electrostatic, Van der Waals, H-bonding, steric) between the ligand and the protein target, and E-intra.
(Electrostatic, Van der Waals, H-bonding, sp2–sp2, torsion,) of the ligand weighted by pre-defined coefficients [30]
c
E-interaction is the total energy between the protein and the pose
d
E-Hbond is Hbond energy. LE1 ligand efficiency-1(MolDock score/heavy atoms count), LE3 ligand efficiency 3(Rerank score/heavy atoms count)
b

Table 2 Molecular interactions present in the selected complexes and the amino acids involved
Complex

Hbond

Hbond-length

Carbon-Hbond

Alkyl

Pi-Alkyl

Pi-Pi

Pi-cation

Pi-sulfur

Halo-bond

5

LYS483
ASP594
GLY596
CYS532
GLU533

2.40188
2.41834
2.85749
2.12511
3.02445

ASP594
GLN530

ALA481
ILE527
LYS483

ALA481
LEU514
CYS532
LYS483
LEU514

PHE583
PHE583
PHE583

LYS483

CYS532

ILE527

9

LYS483
ASP594
GLY596
CYS532

2.50055
2.7364
2.74485
2.07217

LYS483
ASP594
GLN530

LEU505
ILE527

PHE583
ALA481
LEU514
LYS483

PHE583
PHE583
PHE583

CYS532
CYS532

ASP594

10

LYS483
ASP594
ASP594

2.67517
2.52033
1.73749

LYS483
LYS483
LYS483
ASP594

ALA481
LEU514
VAL471

PHE468
PHE583
PHE583
LYS483
ILE527
LEU505
ILE527
VAL471
LEU514

PHE595

LYS483

11

LYS483
ASP594
ASP594

2.24422
2.48517
1.79414

ASP594

LYS483
ILE527
LEU505
VAL471
ALA481
LYS483
ALA481

TRP531

LYS483

Vem.

CYS532
GLY596
GLN530

1.69013
2.06126
1.74262

ASP594
GLY596
CYS532
THR529

PHE595
LYS483
ALA481
LEU514
CYS532
ALA481
CYS532

TRP531
PHE583

LYS483

LEU505
ILE527

ASN581
ASP594
ASP594

CYS532

ALA481
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Fig. 2 a 2D diagram for the interaction of compound 5 with V600E-BRAF, b 3D view of the compound 5 in the binding site of V600E-BRAF

GLY596, and LYS483 residues, respectively. Two
carbon-H-bond were also observed in the complex with
ASP594 and GLN530 residues. The π–sulfur interaction
was established between a ring (benzene) and CYS532
residue. Furthermore, the quinoline and pyrimidine

moieties are intercalated in the space to make a π–π
stacked interaction with PHE583 residue. There is the
formation of one halogen bond between the chlorine
atom attached to the benzene ring and ILE527. Additionally, the higher binding score of compound 5 might

Fig. 3 a 2D diagram for the interaction of compound 9 with V600E-BRAF. b 3D view of the compound 9 in the binding site of V600E-BRAF
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Fig. 4 a 2D diagram for the interaction of compound 10 with V600E-BRAF. b 3D diagram of compound 10 in the binding site of V600E-BRAF

Fig. 5 a 2D diagram for the interaction of compound 11 with V600E-BRAF. b 3D diagram of compound 11 in the binding site of V600E-BRAF
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Fig. 6 a 2D diagram for the interaction of vem with V600E-BRAF. b 3D diagram of vem in the binding site of V600E-BRAF

further be accounted for by some other weak interactions, like alkyl with ALA481, ILE527, and LYS483; π–
alkyl interaction with ALA481, LEU514, CYS532,
LYS483, and LEU514; and lastly π-cation interaction
with LYS483. The protein surface model presented in
Fig. 1b showed that compound 5 has a stable shape
complementarity with the ATP-binding cavity of V600EBRAF and the identified types of interactions may contribute to explain its excellent binding scores.
Compound 9 docked into the active site of V600EBRAF kinase (Fig. 3) showed better Rerank score than
vemurafenib (Table 2), indicating that it has bound in
the active site of one of the protomers in the protein
dimer through the formation of four conventional
Hbond with LYS483, ASP594, GLY596, and CYS532, respectively. One of the Hbond occurred between the nitrogen atom of an amino group connected with
Table 3 Predicted drug-likeness based on the Lipinski, Ghose,
Veber, Egan, and Muegge rules and synthetic accessibility of the
selected compounds
SN

Lipinski Ghose Veber Egan Muegge Synthetic accessibility

5

0

1

0

1

0

2.91

9

0

1

0

1

0

3.13

10

0

1

0

1

0

3.06

11

0

0

0

0

0

3.2

Vem. 0

2

0

1

0

3.38

quinoline skeleton and CYS532, and the others were also
formed between the fluorine atoms of the two trifluoromethyl substituents attached to the benzene ring with
ASP594, GLY596, and LYS483 residues respectively.
Three carbon-Hbond were also observed with LYS483,
ASP594, and GLN530 residues, respectively, this might
be the reason for the better E-Hbond (− 6.156) shown
by the complex. Moreover, there was one arene π–π
interaction between the binding site and the ligand with
PHE583, which occur due to the intercalation of the
benzene ring (Fig. 3). There is a formation of one halogen bond between the fluorine atom of the trifluoromethyl substituent and ASP594. There is however
additional π–alkyl interaction with four residues
(PHE583, ALA481, LEU514, and LYS483). The results of
this molecular docking study can support the postulation that our active compound may inhibit the growth of
melanoma cell lines through inhibition of V600E-BRAF
kinase, similar to vemurafenib (Fig. 6).
The complex structure of the docked compound 10
with the receptor is shown in Fig. 4. It has the Rerank
score of − 129.661 as presented in Table 2; this indicates
the feasibility of good interactions that exist between this
compound and the receptor. There were three conventional hydrogen bondings present between the compound and receptor: LYS483 and ASP594 (2) residues
between the nitrogen atom of an amino group connected with the quinoline skeleton and the fluorine atom
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Table 4 Predicted ADMET properties of the selected compounds
SN

GI absorption

BBB permeant

Bioavailability score

CYP-substrate/inhibitor

5

Low

No

0.55

3A4

1A2

2C19

2C9

2D6

9

Low

No

0.55

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

10

Low

No

0.55

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

11

Low

No

0.55

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Vem.

Low

No

0.55

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

GI gastrointestinal system, BBB blood–brain barrier, CYP cytochrome P

of the trifluoromethyl substituent as presented Fig. 3.
Four carbon-H-bond with LYS483 (3) and ASP594 were
also observed. There is however formation of two halogen
bonds with ASP594 and ASN581 (Fig. 3). The stability of
the complex might be associated with an extra, seven π–
alkyl interactions (PHE468, PHE583 (2), LYS483, ILE527
(2), LEU505, VAL471, and LEU514 residues respectively),
and also one π–π interaction with PHE595.
Figure 5 presented the docked structure of compound
11 with the receptor. It gives a good Rerank score of −
140.478 as shown in Table 2; this showed the feasibility
of stable interaction between this compound and the receptor. There were three (3) conventional hydrogen
bonding identified between this compound and V600EBRAF; LYS483 and ASP594 (2) and three carbon–H–
bonds interaction with ASP594. The π–sulfur interaction
was established between a ring (benzene) and CYS532
residue in a similar way to vemurafenib (Fig. 6). The
benzene ring moiety has intercalated in the space to create a π–π stacked interaction with TRP531 residue similar to vemurafenib (Fig. 5). The stability of the complex
may be related to an extra, π–alkyl type of interactions
with LYS483, ILE527, LEU505, VAL471, ALA481,
LYS483, and ALA481 residues, respectively.
In general, the level of anti-proliferative activities of the
studied compounds against the A375P human melanoma
cell line as observed from the experiment [27], in which
V600EB-RAF kinase is highly expressed [5], and the molecular docking results in this research corroborate well
with each other. On performing molecular docking of these
compounds into the ATP binding site of V600E-B-RAF
kinase showed analogous binding mode to the known
V600E-B-RAF kinase inhibitor (vemurafenib). Additionally,
the research revealed that hydrogen bonding is the major
force controlling the interactions that exist between the
docked compound and the protein target, and also the
interaction energy of the compounds increases with the increase in the number of the hydrogen bonds [36, 37]. It
could be observed that in the conventional hydrogen bonding identified with some of the selected compounds, the
number of amino acids involved was found to be better
compared to vemurafenib as shown in Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
respectively), and there are high similarities. This might acquaint the more reliable binding scores of the chosen

compounds for V600E-BRAF. Hence, these compounds
may inhibit the growth of melanoma cell lines through inhibition of V600E-BRAF similar to vemurafenib as evident
from the molecular docking results.
Furthermore, to guarantee that the selected compounds
are the novel drugs, we utilized the drug-likeness and pharmacokinetic ADMET features with vemurafenib as the reference. From the results presented in Table 3, it can be
observed that all the selected compounds respect all the
drug-likeness rules as none violates more than one criterion
set on each rule compared to vemurafenib which violates
two in Ghose rule. Moreover, the selected compounds were
also assessed for their synthetic accessibility, checking on a
scale from 1 (very simple to synthesize) to 10 (very hard
and complex to synthesize). The synthetic accessibility for
all selected compounds is nearly 3 (Table 3), and therefore,
they are easy to synthesize.
The forecasts for the blood–brain barrier (BBB) permeation and passive human gastrointestinal absorption
(HIA) both are also very important. As can be observed
from Table 4 that all the selected compounds displayed
low GI-absorption, which exhibits good absorbance in
the human intestine and none hold the BBB permeant.
Also, metabolism shows the chemical biotransformation
of a drug by the body. Thus, drugs produce certain metabolites, which may have distinct physicochemical and
pharmacological characteristics. It is expected to study
the metabolism of drugs and drug–drug interactions
[38]. Cytochrome P (CYP) performs a significant role in
drug metabolism because the main liver enzyme system
is included in phase-1 metabolism (oxidation), as was
the case of this research. To date, 17 CYP families have
been identified in humans, though only CYP1, CYP2,
CYP3, and CYP4 are associated with drug metabolism,
with CYP (1A2, 2C9, 2C19, 2D6, and 3A4) being responsible for the biotransformation of more than about 90%
of the drugs undergoing phase I metabolism [38, 39].
Furthermore, cytochrome CYP3A4 inhibition is the most
essential phenomenon in this research [40]. All the selected compounds were determined to be the substrate
of CYP3A4 and the inhibitor of CYP3A4. According to
these results, it can be concluded that these compounds
can be used as V600E-BRAF inhibitors and drugs against
melanoma cancer in the future.
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Conclusion
V600E-BRAF is an essential and attractive therapeutic
receptor in melanoma and other types of cancer. However, the acquired resistance to vemurafenib to this target and side effects of some other drugs in many events
have been reported. Thus, to further examine the antiproliferative potential of V600E-BRAF inhibitors, we
employed docking virtual screening combined with an in
silico ADMET evaluations and drug-likeness to screen a
sequence of some 4-(quinolin-2-yl)pyrimidin-2-amine
derivatives. A total of four analogs of 4-(quinolin-2yl)pyrimidin-2-amine derivatives (5, 9, 10, and 11) revealed favorable interaction and better binding scores
than vemurafenib, showing common molecular interaction with CYS532, ASP594, GLY596, TRP531, and
PHE583 residues of V600E-BRAF. Furthermore, the
compounds utilized in this research do not violate the
drug-likeness rules to qualify as orally active drugs, and
the ADMET evaluation reveals that they are pharmacologically active. These could be likely exploited as lead
molecules with enhanced pharmacological properties.
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